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Agency Bids Farewell to Commissioners
Welcomes New Employees, Says Goodbye to Others
Kansas Human Rights
Commissioner Marilyn Wilder
has been selected as District
Judge for the Kansas 9th District Court.
Governor Sam
Brownback made the appointment on November 10, 2015.
In his press release,
Governor Brownback said, “I
am pleased to appoint Marilyn
Wilder to the 9th District Court.
Her experience makes her an
excellent choice to serve the
residents of McPherson and
Harvey counties.” Wilder is
currently in private practice
with Adrian & Pankratz, P.A.
in Newton.
Wilder was appointed
to the Commission in February

2014 by Governor Brownback.
Commissioner Pat Hill
concluded her term in January
2015. Hill began her service
with the Commission in January 2012. She served in the
Real Estate Commissioner position and was appointed by Governor Brownback.
Hill has been a successful real estate agent in Kansas for several years. She has
also been an active member of
the Overland Park Rotary Club
and the Kansas City Regional
Association of Realtors.
Since the last Spectrum newsletter, the agency
has had several staffing changes, including:

•

Bill Wright was promoted •
to Assistant Director,

•

Barbara Girard was promoted to Investigative Ad- •
ministrator,

•

•
•
•

•

Vamba Nzwilli, Special
Investigator, retired after
34 years with the agency,
Robert Easterling was promoted to Special Investigator, and

Jane Neave, Investigative
Administrator, retired after • Carol Baldwin was hired as
Minner
moreWilliam
thanV. 35
years with
Intake Supervisor.
Executive Director
the Commission,
In addition, Caryl
Laura Gomez was promot- Hines, Secretary to the Execued to Special Investigator, tive Director, will be retiring
Aushlin Lowry was hired December 21, 2015 after more
than 25 years of service with
as an Intake Specialist,
the agency and 29 plus years
Rick Fischli, Special Inves- with the State of Kansas.
tigator, retired after 34
Please join us in wishyears with the State of
ing the best to all on their future
Kansas,
endeavors.
Jose Peggs began work as
a Special Investigator,

Employment Law Seminar to be Held Dec. 14th
Registration Deadline of December 8th Nears
The Kansas Human Rights
Commission has commenced
registration for the 2015 Employment Law Seminar. The
seminar will be a one day event
on December 14, 2015, that
focuses on employment law and
human resources practices. The
conference will be held at the
Ramada Convention Center,
Downtown, Topeka.
The seminar features eight
sessions. The units will cover
timely issues and the most requested topics from the previous
seminar evaluation.
The keynote session addresses the electronic workplace, including issues associat-

ed with social media, bringingyour-own-device-to-work, and
their impact on recruiting, hiring, discipline, and discharges.
Adam Forman, National
Employment
Law
Institute/Epstein Becker & Green,
P.C., brings his expertise to the
main session and two breakout
sessions. Forman is a frequent
writer and nationally recognized
speaker on electronic workplace
issues, including the internet,
social media, and related issues.
Mr. Forman will also conduct breakout sessions on social
media and the National Labor
Relations Act, investigating
claims of discrimination, harass-

ment, and retaliation, and an
employment law update.
Kathy Perkins, Kimberly
Knoll, Andrea Baran, and Shelly
Freeman will serve as breakout
session speakers.
Break-out session topics
include the hiring workshop and
improving employee selection,
an attorney ethics update, best
practices and the EEOC’s enforcement protections for LGBT
workers, and managing difficult
employees.
Page 2 of this newsletter features the agenda and registration form.
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2015 KHRC Employment Law Seminar
Monday, December 14, 2015
Ramada Convention Center, Downtown Topeka, 420 S.E. 6th Street, Topeka, Kansas
Time

Topic and Speaker

8:30 a.m. – 9:00 a.m.

Registration-Regular and Decaffeinated Coffee and Tea

9:00 a.m. – 9:15 a.m.

Welcome and Announcements

Main Session
9:15 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.

Update of Recent Electronic Workplace Issues (e.g., social media, BYOD and their impact on recruiting/hiring
and discipline/discharge, social media)
Adam S. Forman, National Employment Law Institute/Member, Epstein Becker & Green, P.C.

10:30 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.

Snack Break

Breakout Session #1

Social Media and the
National Labor
Relations Act
Adam S. Forman
National Employment Law
Institute/Member, Epstein
Becker & Green, P.C.

11:00 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.

The Hiring WorkshopWorkshop-Improving
Employee Selection

2015 Ethics Update
(Attorney Ethics Credit)

Kathy Perkins
Attorney
Kathy Perkins, LLC Workplace Law &
Mediation

Kimberly Knoll
Deputy Disciplinary
Administrator
Office of the Disciplinary
Administrator

12:15 pm – 1:15 pm

Buffet Lunch

Breakout Session #2
1:15 p.m. - 2:45 p.m.

Investigating Claims of Discrimination, Harassment and Retaliation
Adam S. Forman,
National Employment Law Institute/Member,
Epstein Becker & Green, P.C.

2:45 p.m. –3:00 p.m.

Break

Breakout Session #3

Employment Law Update
Adam S. Forman
National Employment Law Institute/Member,
Epstein Becker & Green, P.C.

3:00 p.m. - 4:15 p.m.

The Kansas Continuing Legal Education Commission
and the Missouri Bar have approved 6.00 and 6.30
CLE hours, respectively. Both have approved 1.50
hours ethics credit.
Name: ________________________________________________
Organization: __________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________
City ___________________ State __________ Zip ____________

Best Practices and the EEOC’s Enforcement Protections
for LGBT Workers
Andrea G. Baran
Regional Attorney
St. Louis District Office
U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission
Managing Difficult Employees
Shelly Freeman
Attorney
HROI, LLC
Human Resources Return on Investment

The use of this seal is not an endorsement by the HR Certification
Institute of the quality of the activity. It means that this activity
has met the HR Certification Institute’s criteria to be pre-approved
for recertification credit.
The deadline for registration is December 8, 2015. There will be no
“day of” registration. There will be no refunds for those unable to
attend. Registrations are transferable. Any paid registrant who is
unable to attend will receive the website link to the electronic (PDF)
seminar materials.

Phone: _______________________________________________

If you are with a State of Kansas agency, KHRC will initiate an interfund voucher. Your agency number: _________________________

E-mail: _______________________________________________

Your Fiscal Contact Name : _________________________________

Please send the registration fee of $84 to the Kansas Human Rights Your Fiscal Contact E-mail: __________________________________
Commission, 900 SW Jackson, 568-South, Topeka KS 66612-1258.
296-0589 or register
Please contact Beth Montgomery at (785) 296-3206 or (888) 793- Fax the registration to (785) 296on-line at www.khrc.net.
6874 with any reasonable or dietary requests.
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Spotlight on…....Harassment
An Age-Old Problem Continues
in
Today’s Workplaces
Rumor has it that harassment in offices, on manufacturing floors, and even in social settings away from work is a major
problem. Unfortunately, it isn't just a rumor. Facts bear out that
illegal harassment in employment situations and employment
related social settings is a continuing, sizeable problem.
Complaints filed with the Kansas Human Rights Commission (KHRC) in Fiscal Year 2015 (July 1, 2014 - June 30,
2015) reflect the harassment problem. Of the 729 employment
complaints filed, 35 percent cited some type of harassment. Sexual harassment with 151 complaints was the primary
reason for filing a harassment charge, and included both female
and male Complainants. 109 complaints alleged harassment
based on disability, closely followed by race harassment with
102 charges. Other charges included harassment based on age,
national origin/ancestry, religion and color.
The KHRC's experience mirrors that of the U.S. Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission’s (EEOC). In January
2015, the EEOC held a meeting focusing on workplace harassment. EEOC Chair Jenny R. Yang reported to the EEOC Commission that workplace harassment is alleged in approximately
30 percent of all charges filed with the EEOC. In addition, Fatima Goss Graves, Vice President of the National Women's Law
Center, told the Commission that one in four women will face
harassment in employment situations. Jane Know, Principal of
HR Law Consultants, reported that individuals with disabilities
are especially vulnerable to harassers. Know also highlighted
the adverse role that social media has played in harassment
claims. Know said, "The ease and speed of posting or responding to the proliferation of messages and images on social media
has spawned employee complaints of harassment defamation,
violation of a right to privacy and a host of other claims." Know
continued, "None of this was even imaginable in 1964 when
Title VII was enacted."
Because of the importance of addressing workplace
harassment, EEOC Chair Jenny Yang announced the formation
of an EEOC Select Task Force on the Study of Harassment in
the Workplace. EEOC Chair Yang said, "A lot of progress has
been made around the issue of workplace harassment, but we
know it remains a persistent problem. Complaints of harassment
span all industries, include many of our most vulnerable workers…”
It is important that employers learn what harassment is
to ensure that individuals are treated properly if they become
victims or report harassment, and to prevent the incurrence of
liability. Appropriately addressing illegal harassment and other
bad behaviors will positively impact the workplace by helping to
maintain morale and creating confidence in management that
(Continued on page 7)
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You Decide Case Study
Sally works at Warehouse A,
one of three warehouses at a manufacturing plant. Sally transports the finished
product from the manufacturing plant to
the warehouse for temporary storage.
She also prepares product for shipping by
semi-truck and loads the product on semi
-trucks. Sally held this job and worked
for the employer from January 2014 to
January 2015.
Sally’s supervisor is Burke.
One of her co-workers is Sam, who is
also supervised by Burke. Burke and
Sam are good friends and are considered
a “team” by other employees. Sally
works with Gina, who is also supervised
by Burke and works alongside Sam.
Sally filed a complaint of sexual
harassment with the KHRC. Sally charges that she was subjected to sexual harassment by Burke and Sam, including
inappropriate sexual advances, gestures,
comments, and conversations. Sally alleges that she complained to her Human
Resources, but that the employer continued to subject her to harassment.
According to Sally, Burke and
Sam make sexual jokes and comments.
They talk about their sexual experiences,
and make inappropriate remarks about
the bodies of female workers. Sally told
Burke and Sam to stop making these
types of statements when she first started
working with them. However, Burke and
Sam escalated their behavior in response
to Sally’s objections.
Sally decided it was better to
tolerate Burke’s and Sam’s bad behavior
than to display her disapproval. Sally

says that if she acted like she was uncomfortable with Burke’s and Sam’s actions,
then Burke and Sam would talk louder to
make sure she heard their chatter or ask
her what she thought of female coworkers’ bodies. They would laugh if
she walked away from this behavior.
The company held their annual
holiday party at a local restaurant in December 2014. Sally charges that, when
she and Burke were in the hallway leading to the banquet room, that Burke
grabbed her derriere and tried to kiss her.
Sally says that she pushed Burke away,
and he laughed at her. Sally says she told
Burke that she wasn’t interested in him
“that way”. They then entered the banquet room. Sally went to sit with her coworker friends, and Burke went to sit
with his friends. Sally says she was very
uncomfortable and decided to leave right
away. Sally’s friends, including Gina,
asked Sally what was wrong.
Sally decided the incident at the
holiday party was “the last straw” and
asked to meet with Human Resources.
The Human Resources Director met with
Sally that same day. According to the
Human Resources Director, Sally talked
about how she was “uncomfortable”
working with Burke and Sam. The Human Resources Director confirms that
Sally told him about Burke’s and Sam’s
sexual comments and the Burke’s inappropriate touching at the company party.
The Human Resources Director says that
Sally was nervous, and kept mixing her
remarks about Burke’s and Sam’s sexually targeted comments with complaints
about their poor work habits.
The Human Resources Director
quickly investigated Sally’s complaints
about Burke’s and Sam’s sexual comments and jokes by asking them if they
had made such comments and jokes.
Burke and Sam denied that they acted in
that manner. The Human Resource Director did not ask Burke about the incident at the holiday party. The HR Director felt that an incident away from the
worksite in a social setting, even though
it involved a supervisor and supervisee at
a company sponsored event, could not be
sexual harassment. The HR Director did
not interview any of Sally’s co-workers
or ask if there were any witnesses.
The HR Director met with Sally

to report his findings: that Burke and
Sam denied sexually harassing Sally and
sexual behavior by supervisors/coworkers outside work was not against
their company policy. Sally told the HR
Director that she “had had enough” and
did not want to work with Burke or Sam
anymore due to their harassing behavior.
Sally asked if she could transfer to another warehouse on the same shift to get
away from Burke and Sam. The HR Director said that Sally would be allowed to
transfer to another warehouse on the
same shift with the same pay. The HR
Director did not offer any alternative
arrangements so that Sally would not
have to work with Burke and Sam.
Sally began working at the new
warehouse, Warehouse B, at the end of
December 2014. Approximately three
weeks later, Burke applied for and was
given a promotion to Warehouse B Manager. He began his new job immediately.
Although Burke is not continuously on the floor as he was in his previous job, he does cover whenever a supervisor is absent and is a resource whenever there are questions. Therefore, he
does come into contact with Sally. Sally
alleges that Burke’s sexually harassing
behavior begins again. Sally does not
believe that Human Resources is a viable
resource because the employer did not
take steps to protect her from the harassment when Burke was transferred to her
worksite, even though she complained
about him.
Sally quit her job to get away
from the harassment and filed a complaint with the KHRC.
As part of the KHRC investigation, Sally supplied the names of coworkers who might have observed the
alleged sexually harassing behavior. All
co-workers acknowledged Burke’s and
Sam’s behavior. Some viewed it as
“boys being boys”, while others reported
the behavior as unwanted, bothersome,
and interfering with work. Several workers expressed surprise that Burke was
promoted to Warehouse Manager due to
his inappropriate actions and recognized
that Sally was upset by Burke’s and
Sam’s actions.
(Continued on page 9)
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U. S. Supreme Court Issues Decisions Regarding Pregnancy
and Religious Discrimination
Employers Should be Aware of New Rulings
women may be able to prove unlawful pregnancy discrimination if the employer accommodated some
workers but refused to accommodate pregnant women. The Guidance explains that employer policies that
are not intended to discriminate on the basis of pregnancy may still violate the Pregnancy Discrimination
The Court issued a decision in Young v.
Act (PDA) if the policy imposes significant burdens
United Parcel Service (UPS) on March 25, 2016.
on pregnant employees without a sufficiently strong justificaPlaintiff Peggy Young was a UPS driver who alleged that UPS tion. Find the EEOC’s Guidance at:
violated Title VII by refusing to accommodate her prescribed
⇒ www.eeoc.gov
lifting restriction due to her pregnancy.
The Fourth Circuit held that UPS' policy of limiting ⇒ Click on “About EEOC”
light duty to workers injured on the job, those needing disability ⇒ Click on “Law, Regulations & Guidance”
accommodation, and those who had had lost their Department of ⇒ Click on “Pregnancy”
Transportation certification was not direct evidence of pregnanEmployers should also be aware of Kansas Administracy discrimination and it did not raise an inference of pregnancy
tive Regulations addressing Pregnancy and Childbirth.
discrimination.
The Supreme Court, in a split decision, differed in its
findings. The higher court held that an employee alleging that
Kansas Administrative Regulation 21-32-6
denial of an accommodation request constituting disparate treatPregnancy and Childbirth
ment may demonstrate their allegation of a violation of the Pregnancy Discrimination Act by using the McDonnell Douglas bur(a) A written or unwritten employment policy or practice which
den-shifting analysis. Specifically:
excludes from employment applicants or employees because
* The Complainant must establish a prima facie case by showof pregnancy is prima facie discrimination.
ing that:
(b) Disabilities caused or contributed to by pregnancy, miscar1. She is a member of the protected class;
riage, abortion, childbirth and recovery therefrom, are for all
job related purposes, temporary disabilities and should be
2. She sought accommodation;
treated as such under any health or temporary disability insur3. The employer did not accommodate her; and,
ance or sick leave plan available in connection with employment. Written or unwritten employment polices and practices
4. The employer accommodated other employees
involving matters such as the commencement and duration of
similar in their ability and inability to work.
leave, the availability of extensions, the accrual of seniority
* An employer can then provide a legitimate, nondiscriminatory
and other benefits and privileges, reinstatement, and payment
reason for the different treatment. However, the employer canunder any health or temporary disability insurance or sick
not simply assert that it is more expensive or less convenient to
leave plan, formal or informal, shall be applied to disability
accommodate pregnant women.
due to pregnancy or childbirth on the same terms and conditions as they are applied to other temporary disabilities.
* Then the Complainant is provided the opportunity to respond
(c) Where the termination of an employee who is temporarily
and show that the employer’s reason is pretextual by providing
disabled is caused by an employment policy under which
sufficient evidence that the policies are a "significant burden" to
insufficient or no leave is available, such termination is dispregnant employees and that the employer's asserted reason is
criminatory if it has a disparate impact on employees of one
not "sufficiently strong to justify the burden".
sex and is not justified by business necessity.
The Supreme Court provided that the Complainant can
(d) Childbearing must be considered by the employer to be a
establish a genuine issue of material fact as to whether a signifijustification for a leave of absence for female employees for a
cant burden exists by showing that the employer accommodates
reasonable period of time. Following childbearing, and upon
a large percentage of nonpregnant workers but fails to accommosignifying her intent to return within a reasonable time, such
female employee shall be reinstated to her job or to a position
date a large percentage of pregnant workers.
of like status and pay without loss of service, credits, senioriIn response to the Supreme Court’s decision, the U.S.
ty or other benefits.
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission updated their
Pregnancy Discrimination Guidance on June 25, 2015. The up(Continued on page 12)
dated Guidance reflects the Supreme Court's conclusion that
The U.S. Supreme Court issued two impactful decisions in employment law cases during its 2015 session.
Pregnancy Discrimination
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KHRC, EEOC: Partners in Addressing Employment
Discrimination
The Kansas Human Rights Commission (KHRC) and the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) have a
longstanding work-sharing agreement. The two agencies share common missions to prevent and eliminate workplace discrimination. While the two agencies partner to eliminate discrimination in employment on the basis of Race, Religion, Color, Sex, National
Origin, Ancestry, Disability, Age, Retaliation, and Genetic Information, there are a few differences in the two agencies. The following are just a few of those differences:
•

The KHRC is a State of Kansas agency;

•

If an individual first files a complaint with the KHRC, the •
complaint is automatically dual-filed with the EEOC, thereby providing “one stop” to simultaneously file with both the
KHRC and the EEOC;

•

An individual has six months from the last date of incident
to file a complaint with the KHRC;

•

The KHRC has jurisdiction over covered employers in Kan•
sas who employ at least four or more employees.

•

•

The EEOC is a Federal agency;
If an individual first files a complaint with the EEOC, the
complaint is not automatically dual-filed with the KHRC.
However, the EEOC contacts the KHRC to inform them of
the filing. In turn, the KHRC contacts the individual by written correspondence to give an individual the opportunity to
dual-file with the KHRC as long as it is within the six (6)
month time limit;
An individual has 300 days from the last date of incident to
file a complaint with the EEOC;
The EEOC has jurisdiction over employers who employ at
least 15 or more employees. However, for employees who
allege age discrimination, the employer has to employ at
least 20 or more employees.

For more information and/or questions regarding procedures about filing a complaint, please contact our Intake Unit at (785) 2963206 or 1-888-793-6874. You may also email us at khrc@ink.org or visit our website at www.khrc.net.

The Spectrum is a free publication of the Kansas Human Rights Commission. Copies are available at our website of www.khrc.net and
and can
e--mail, please contact Ruth Glover
be distributed via email in PDF format. If you would like to receive a copy of the Spectrum via e
Glover in our Topeka office at 785785-296296-3206 or by ee-mail at khrc@ink.org.
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Spotlight on…..Harassment
(continued)
(Continued from page 3)

they will not tolerate harassment, internal
complaints will be treated respectfully,
individuals will not be retaliated against,
and harassers will be dealt with appropriately. Demonstrating reasonable
care to prevent harassment, encourage the reporting of complaints, appropriately and timely investigating
complaints and appropriately dealing
with harassers assures that employers treat employees respectfully,
thereby minimizing the chances that
an employer will be held responsible
for bad behavior.
The Kansas Act Against
Discrimination (KAAD) and the
Kansas Age Discrimination in Employment Act (KADEA) prohibit
harassment on the basis of race, color, sex
(including pregnancy), age 40 years and
older, religion, national origin, ancestry,
and genetic screening and testing. The
KAAD and the KADEA also prohibit retaliation for having openly opposed
discrimination, i.e. having previously filed
a complaint of harassment or discrimination with the KHRC or the EEOC, or internally, or having participated in an investigation or lawsuit involving a complaint. Likewise, Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act prohibits harassment of an employee based on race, color, sex, religion,
or national origin. The Age Discrimination in Employment Act prohibits harassment of employees who are 40 or older on
the basis of age. The Americans with Disabilities Act Amendments Act (ADAAA)
bans harassment based on disability. The
Genetic Information Nondiscrimination
Act of 2008 prohibits harassment based on
genetic information. The Pregnancy Discrimination Act bans harassment of those
who have been pregnant, are pregnant, or
might become pregnant.

al origin, age disability genetic screening/
Evidence of Harassment
testing/information, or retaliation). The
conduct must be unwelcome, sufficiently
Bad behavior may include, but
frequent or severe to create a hostile work
not limited to offensive jokes, "nick
environment or result in a tangible emnames", slurs, epithets or name calling,
ployment action.
blocking of movement, touching,
physical assaults or threats, intimidation, ridicule or mockery, insults or
put downs, offensive insults or interference
with
work
performance. Harassment often occurs in
person, but it has increasingly occurred through electronic methods
such as screensavers, e-mail, voice
mail, texting/sexting, and social medial websites or apps.

An employer is responsible for
harassment by non-supervisory, coworkers or non-employees over whom it
has control, such as independent contractors or customers, if the employer
knew, or should have known about the
harassment and failed to make a prompt
and appropriative corrective action.
An employer is always responsible for harassment by a supervisor that
culminated in a tangible employment action. If the harassment did not lead to a
tangible employment action, the employer
is liable unless it proves that it: 1) it exercised reasonable care to prevent and
promptly correct any harassment, and 2)
the employee unreasonably failed to complain to management or to avoid harm
otherwise.
An employer is responsible for
unlawful harassment, even if it did not
result in a tangible employment action,
when the harasser is of a sufficiently high
rank to act as the organization's proxy or
"alter ego". Examples might include a
president, owner, partner, or corporate
partner.
When is Harassment Illegal and an
Petty slights, annoyances, and
isolated incidents (unless extremely seriEmployer Held Liable?
ous) are not illegal. The conduct must
create a work environment that is intimiHarassment is illegal if it is based
dating, hostile, or offensive to reasonable
on any of the prohibited bases (race, color,
people.
sex (including pregnancy) religion, nation-

Who Can Be a Harasser?
Co-workers and direct supervisors are most frequently alleged to be harassers. However, harassers can be supervisors in other areas, "higher ups", or nonemployees who come into contact with
employees. Examples in this last category
include contractors or consultants, customers, or vendors. For example, a customer
who "hits on" a waitress or a vendor delivery driver making inappropriate comments
to a receivables clerk. Employees who
make service calls to outside customers
may also fall victim to harassment.
Any employee who witnesses the
bad behavior may file a complaint. For
example, an African American kitchen
staff overhearing waiters using racial slurs
and making fun of African American customers may file a complaint.
Unwelcome?
The first element to review is
whether the Complainant considered the
offensive behavior as unwelcome. It does
not matter what the harasser intended, i.e.
that he or she was just having "fun" or
"kidding ". Emphasis is placed on how the
Complainant viewed the behavior. The
most obvious way to demonstrate that conduct was unwelcome is for the Complainant to tell the harasser to stop the bad be(Continued on page 8)
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Spotlight on…..Harassment
(Continued from page 7)

havior. Many employees are reluctant to
take this action because they are afraid the
offensive actions will worsen or they will
be retaliated against. The EEOC advises
that when confronted with conflicting
evidence as to welcomeness, the EEOC
looks “at the record as a whole and at the
totality of circumstances...."
Generally, “unwelcome” means
the Complainant did not solicit or invite
the offensive behavior, and that the Complainant viewed the conduct as undesirable or offensive.
In some instances, a Complainant
will tolerate certain behavior, but consider
more extreme behavior as offensive. For
example, a Complainant may consider
certain off-color jokes or wisecracks as
funny, but draw the line at being presented
offensive images or touching. If an employer argues that a Complainant welcomed such behavior, they must show that
the “welcomeness” was specifically related to the alleged harasser.
According to the EEOC, “A
more difficult situation occurs when an
employee first willingly participates in
conduct of a sexual nature but then ceases
to participate and claims that any continued sexual conduct has created a hostile
work environment. Here the employee
has the burden of showing that any further
sexual conduct is unwelcome, workrelated harassment. The employee must
clearly notify the alleged harasser that his
conduct is no longer welcome. If the conduct still continues, her failure to bring the
matter to the attention of higher management or the EEOC is evidence, though not
dispositive, that any continued conduct is,
in fact, welcome or unrelated to work.”

illegality.
The conduct must be viewed as
abusive by the victim. In addition, the
“reasonable person” standard is used to
evaluate harassment claims. Specifically,
would a reasonable person in the victim’s
circumstances find the alleged conduct to
be hostile or offensive? Please note the
alleged harasser’s “innocent” intent of
joking, banter, or the like is not a factor in
this determination.
K.A.R. 21-41-10 (v) provides a
reasonableness standard in determining if
a violation, i.e. “Probable Cause”, has
occurred.
Isolated Incidents of Harassment

In a “quid pro quo” complaint, a
single sexual advance may constitute harassment if it is linked to the granting or
denial of employment benefits. A “hostile
work environment” implies there is a
continuing pattern of bad behavior. However, a single, unusually severe act of harassment may be enough to constitute a
violation. The more severe the act(s), the
less need to show a pattern of infractions,
especially when the harassment is physical. For example, unwelcome, intentional
touching of intimate body parts would be
listed as a violation. The EEOC provides,
“When the victim is the target of both
verbal and non-intimate physical conduct,
the hostility of the environment is exacerbated and a violation is more likely to be
found. Similarly, incidents of harassment
directed at other employees in addition to
the charging party are relevant to a showing of hostile work environment.” In addition, incidents of harassment directed at
more than one Complainant can help establish that the work environment was
hostile.
Evaluating Harassment Claims
When the bad behavior is verbal,
the nature, frequency, context, and target
To be illegal, harassment must be of the remarks will be evaluated.
sufficiently severe or pervasive to alter the
conditions of the victim’s employment by
Case-By-Case Basis
unreasonably interfering with the individual’s work performance or creates an intimidating, hostile or offensive work enviAt this point, it would be convenronment. Thus, one offhand comment or ient if we could write that this type of beone instance of teasing based on a protect- havior or that type of behavior would aled category will not reach the threshold of ways result in a violation. However, eval-

(continued)
uating harassment claims is not that simple. There is no magic checklist. Rather,
each complaint must be evaluated on a
case-by-case basis and the totality of the
circumstances must be considered.
Proactive Measures
In order for an employer to assure that employees are protected from
harassment and that any complaints are
dealt with effectively, it is important for
the organization to have an antiharassment policy, including sexual harassment, that is clear, regularly communicated to employees, and effectively implemented. The EEOC advises, “The employer should affirmatively raise the subject with all supervisory and nonsupervisory employees, express strong
disapproval, and explain the sanctions for
harassment. The employer should also
have a procedure for resolving sexual [and
other] harassment complaints. The procedures should be designed to ‘encourage
victims of harassment to come forward’
and should not require a victim to complain first to the offending supervisor….It
should ensure confidentiality as much as
possible and provide effective remedies,
including protection of victims and witnesses against retaliation.”
It is important to train employees, supervisors, human resource personnel, whoever might receive harassment
complaints, to recognize such complaints.
Many Complainants will not actually use
the word “harassment”. Rather, they will
describe being bullied, say that the harasser is “toxic”, or they have been mistreated. They will talk about the bad behavior and how it makes them uncomfortable. They may discuss how they have
taken steps to avoid, especially being
alone with, the harasser.
If a complaint of harassment is
received, it may be necessary for the employer to take temporary action so that
additional alleged harassment cannot occur. Preventative measures might include
making scheduling or reporting changes
so the alleged victim and perpetrator do
not come into contact with each other;
temporary, non-disciplinary leave or a
(Continued on page 9)
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Spotlight on…..Harassment
(Continued from page 8)

temporary transfer for the alleged harasser
while the investigation is in process. The
Complainant should not be involuntarily
transferred, shifts changed, etc. as the employer should be careful about the appearance of retaliating against the Complainant.
The EEOC further advises,
“When an employer receives a complaint
or otherwise learns of alleged sexual [or
other] harassment in the workplace, the
employer should investigate promptly and
thoroughly. The employer should take
immediate and appropriate corrective action by doing whatever is necessary to end
the harassment, make the victim whole by
restoring lost employment benefits or opportunities, and prevent the misconduct
from recurring. Disciplinary action against
the offending supervisor or employees,

(continued)

may ranging from reprimand to discharge.
Generally, the corrective action should
reflect the severity of the conduct….The
employer should make follow-up inquiries
to ensure the harassment has not resumed
and the victim has not suffered retaliation.” Also, report back to the Complainant that the investigation has concluded,
although it may not be appropriate to discuss all parts of the final report, such as
disciplinary action.
If an employer’s harassment investigation is inconclusive, it is recommended that, at a minimum, the employer
re-issue its anti-harassment policy, complaint procedure, and engage in training to
limit bad behavior in the workplace and
increase supervisors’ and co-workers’
recognition of harassment.

(Continued from page 4)

You Decide Case Study (continued)
In addition, Sally’s co-worker, Gina, reported that she
filed an internal sexual harassment complaint with the HR Director in November 2014 regarding Burke’s and Sam’s behavior. Gina confirmed her allegations mirrored those of Sally’s,
except for the altercation at the company party. Gina said that
she decided to put up with the behavior because she needed the
job.
The HR Director confirmed that he received Gina’s
complaint. The HR Director investigated Gina’s complaint in
the same manner that he investigated Sally’s: He questioned
Burke and Sam, who denied the charges. None of the coworkers were questioned about their observations. The company did not take any proactive measures, such as reissuing
their anti-harassment policy, or providing counseling or training.
The HR Director also confirmed that Sally’s and
Gina’s complaints were not considered when Burke was promoted to Warehouse B Manager.
You decide:
Did the employer demonstrate
“reasonable care” to prevent and promptly correct harassment
with:
1. An effective anti-harassment policy and complaint procedure?
( ) Yes ( ) No
2. An effective investigation process?
( ) Yes ( ) No

3.

Conclusion
Taking steps to prevent harassment, investigating allegations, and addressing a confirmed harasser may seem
difficult. There are, however, resources
available to you, and it is important that
steps be taken to protect employees and
your organization. Resources include:
◊

www.khrc.net.: Click on the “Public
Information Program” tab to find articles and/or Power Point presentations
addressing Internal Investigations
Intelligence, Inappropriate Behavior
and the Inclusive Workplace, and Sexual Harassment is Discrimination.

◊

www.eeoc.gov: Click on “About the
EEOC”, click on “Laws, Regulations,
Guidance & MOUs”, click on
“Harassment”.

Immediate and appropriate corrective action and follow up
with the Complainant?
( ) Yes ( ) No

Why or why not?___________________
The KHRC investigation concluded the employer did not
demonstrate reasonable care to prevent and address allegations
of sexual harassment:
The anti-harassment policy was inadequate because it didnot recognize that harassment by supervisors or coworkers outside the workplace is prohibited.
The investigations of two separate complaints, which reenforced each other’s allegations, were inadequate.
The investigation consisted solely of inquiries to the
alleged harassers. No co-workers who might have
knowledge of the alleged incidents were questioned.
There was no recognition that two separate, but substantially similar complaints, might reflect a hostile work
environment.
No proactive measures, such as counseling or training,
were taken to increase awareness of harassment and
to prevent future incidents.
The employer did not protect Complainants from future
harassment. They transferred Burke to the same
warehouse as Sally, even after she complained and
requested a transfer to a different location specifically
to get away from him.
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Practicing “Reasonable Care” Against Harassment
Employers should take reasonable care to prevent and promptly correct harassment. According to the U.S.
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), “Such reasonable care generally requires an employer
to establish, disseminate, and enforce an anti-harassment policy and complaint procedure and to take other
reasonable steps to prevent and correct harassment.”

Effective Anti-Harassment and Complaint Procedure
•

A clear explanation of prohibited conduct;

•

Assurances that employees who make complaints of harassment or provide information related to such complaints will be
protected against retaliation;

•

A clearly described complaint process that provides accessible and multiple avenues of complaint. The policy should not
mandate the employee report the harassment to the immediate supervisor (in case the supervisor is the alleged harasser) or
one sole contact. Make sure employees in outlying offices or 2nd or 3rd shifts have access to file complaints.

•

Assurance the employer will protect the confidentiality of harassment complaints to the extent possible;

•

A complaint process that provides a prompt, thorough, and impartial investigation; and

•

Assurance that the employer will take immediate and appropriate corrective action when it determines that harassment has
occurred.

•

The policy should prohibit harassment by everyone in the workplace and non-employees who come into contact with employees (customers, delivery personnel).

•

The policy should prohibit harassment by employees in work-related situations outside the normal workplace (training, conventions, travel status).

•

The policy should prohibit harassment by employees in social settings away from work (i.e. holiday parties or other celebrations).

Effective Investigation Process
•

As soon as management learns about alleged harassment, it should
determine whether a detailed fact finding investigation is necessary.
Be open to where the investigation may lead you.

•

The investigation, if necessary, should be launched immediately.

•

The Complainant may ask you to keep the complaint to yourself or
not proceed with an investigation. The Employer has been put on
notice about the alleged harassment and has a responsibility to investigate.

•

Select an investigator who will be unbiased and will base recommendations on the investigative facts. It is recommended that the investigator be independent of the chain of command for the alleged incidents.

•

If possible, select someone with experience in this area. Did the proposed investigator previously know about the alleged harassment
(and did nothing about it)? If so, select someone else.

•

Conclude the investigation in a timely manner. Investigations lasting
more than a week will be scrutinized.
(Continued on page 11)
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The Investigation
•

Explain the complaint. Remind participants of confidentiality expectations and non-retaliation provision. Thank for participating. Explain that you are a neutral investigator.

•

Remember the who, what, when, where, why, and how.

•

Who did it?

•

What happened?

•

When did it happen?

•

Where did it happen?

•

Why did it happen?

•

How did it happen? How often?

•

Is there evidence? (text messages, social media posts, copies of
“jokes”)

•

Was there touching involved?

•

Witnesses?

•

Do you know of others who were harassed by the same person?

Practicing
“Reasonable Care”
Against Harassment
(continued)

Remember to ask witnesses, and the alleged harasser the same information.
Be sure to use open-ended questions and follow-up questions when interviewing the complainant, the alleged harasser, and witnesses. The purpose is to facilitate the gathering of information.

Immediate and Appropriate Corrective Action and Final Steps
Assurance of Immediate and Appropriate Corrective Action
•

When a violation has occurred the alleged harasser should receive appropriate corrective action in accordance with any disciplinary policies or harassment policies.

•

Measures should then be put into place which are designed to stop the harassment. Be sure that any actions taken are not considered retaliation against the Complainant.

•

Management should keep in mind that the employer is liable if the harassment does not stop.

Final Steps
• Report back to the Complainant that the investigation has concluded. (It may not be appropriate to discuss all parts of the final
report, such as disciplinary action.)
•

Follow up with the Complainant in the future to make sure any harassing behavior has not continued.

•

Document! Document! Document! Document your receipt, investigation, and resolution of any complaints received! (It is
easier to document at each point in the process, instead of waiting until the end.)
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U. S. Supreme Court Update
(continued)
(Continued from page 5)

Religious Discrimination
In EEOC v. Abercrombie and Fitch Stores, Inc.
(A&F), the EEOC alleged that Abercrombie and Fitch violated
Title VII when it refused to hire and accommodate Samantha
Elauf because she wore a headscarf for religious reasons to an
interview and the chain suspected a religious accommodation
might be needed.
As background, Elauf applied for a job with A&F as a
sales clerk in one of their retail stores in Tulsa, Oklahoma. Elauf
received an interview and a rating that qualified her to be hired.
The store’s assistant manager requested guidance from management because Elauf’s headscarf did not meet their dress code
“look policy”, which did not allow head coverings. The District
Manager told the assistant manager that the headscarf would
violate the “look policy” and directed her not to hire Elauf.
Elauf filed a complaint alleging religious discrimination
with the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

KHRC Commissioners
Melvin Neufeld
Chair, Industry, Garden City

(EEOC), and the EEOC subsequently filed suit against A&F.
The EEOC alleged that A&F refused to hire Elauf because it
knew or suspected that her headscarf was religious in nature, and
it did not want to make an exception to its dress code as a religious accommodation.
The Supreme Court ruled on June 1, 2015 that even if
an applicant does not request accommodation, an employer violates Title VII when a motive for not hiring the applicant is to
avoid providing a religious accommodation, even if the employer
does not yet know if the employee will actually need an accommodation. If the applicant proves that one of the motives for not
being hired was that the employer suspected she might need a
religious accommodation, she can prevail on a disparate treatment charge, even if she never asked for an accommodation during the application and hiring process. The employer can counter that no accommodation could be made without imposing an
undue hardship.
Subsequently, A&F settled the EEOC’s lawsuit, paying
$25,670 to Elauf and $18,983 in court costs.
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